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POLICE CORRUPTION IN INDIA AND MEXICO 
-PARMEET KAUR1 

 

“The frog doesn’t drink up to the pond in which he lives”2 – American Indian Proverb 

‘’The violation of state and federal laws or the violation of individuals' constitutional rights 

by police officers; also when police commit crimes for personal gain.’3’ 

 

ABSTRACT 

 

Corruption within the Indian police organization is not a brand new phenomenon and folklore 

has constantly related police with extortion and brutality. At present, corruption exists in 

paperwork and in every rank. It has reached an alarming stage wherein a few practices aren't 

even considered deviant. This paper argues that such pervasive corruption is an expression of 

the organizational tradition and whose roots traces back to the British Raj. Police is a 

quintessential part of the modern society. A society inside this set up can't live and progress 

without an effective, sincere and honest police force. The Indian police have its roots inside the 

ancient length and the cutting-edge police are the outcome of an evolutionary method. The awful 

aspects that have been inherited from the vintage machine encompasses corruption among 

policemen today. In countries such as Mexico or India, corruption is rampant and that has 

led to corruption as a straightforward way to run unethical business like drug smuggling, 

trafficking, and prostitution. For corrupted officers, bribery plays a vital function and it is a 

severe trouble to tackle with these issues. Anti-Corruption Bureau has been operated in India 

and by different laws in Mexico. This research paper will compare police corruption with a 

special emphasis on the situation in India and Mexico. This research paper also seeks to 

provide a proper evaluation and attempts at studying appropriate guidelines that must be 

applied to quit the vice and make sure that the law functions effectively.  

KEYWORDS  – Police Corruption, India, Mexico, Illegal, Government, Country. 

  

																																																								
1 3rd Year, LL.B., Lovely Professional University. 
2 https://ijcst.journals.yorku.ca/index.php/ijcst/article/view/37944/34411 last viewed on 12-4-2020 
3 https://law.jrank.org/pages/9248/Police-Corruption-Misconduct.html last viewed on 12-4-2020 
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Corruption is a type of untruthfulness or criminal offense embraced by an 

individual or association depending on a place of power and aims at getting 

illegal advantage or misuse of such power for private gratification. It may 

incorporate numerous exercises including gift or even theft, however it might 

likewise include practices that are legitimate in numerous countries. Corruption 

and wrongdoing are endemic sociological events which show up as a normal 

recurrence for different intents and purposes in all nations worldwide but with 

a changing degree, scale and extent. Countries assign local assets for the control 

and guideline of corruption and wrongdoing. Systems to counter corruption are 

regularly defined under the umbrella term anti-corruption. Corruption exists in 

one form or another within the police machinery. Corruption has inflamed 

every sphere of current existence.4 It has vitiated the moral values of the society 

and the police force is no exception. In fact, corruption of police isn't always a 

new phenomenon, however the irony is that the difficulty has seldom been 

seized with seriousness. 

 

According to the rotten apple concept5, corruption is the painting of a few, 

dishonest, immoral law enforcement officials. Experts dismiss this principle as 

it fails to give an explanation as to why such a lot of corrupt officials are 

growingly a part of police agencies. Unenforceable laws governing moral 

requirements sell corruption due to the fact they provide crook agencies with a 

monetary hobby in undermining law enforcement. Providers of these illegal 

items and service use part of their income to bribe the police with the intention 

to ensure the continuation of criminal companies. Demanding or receiving price 

for crook offenses, to miss a crime or a likely future crime. 

																																																								
4 https://pdfs.semanticscholar.org/6ec6/7068a21fb223524cc6a0097af125da53f255.pdf last viewed on 12-4-2020 
5  “Rotten Apple” theory states that deviant police officers are those who psychological testing fails to screen out. 
This concept is favored by police administrators because it offers a quick and easy solution to police deviant behavior. 
However, there is a growing body of literature that suggests that it is the stressful occupation that is policing that is 
the fertile soil from which police deviant behavior springs otherwise known as the “Rotten Barrel” theory, can check 
here- https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/BF02813860 last view on 11-april-2020 
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Police corruption is the misuse of police authority for personal benefit; imply 

economic payment or any other kind of gain. The benefit must be won illegally 

and as a result of the officer's position or authority.  

For example – extortion, bribery 

 

These activities damage the police's public image and undermine a community's 

trust of law enforcement. Crime thrives in these communities because criminal 

activity is protected rather than abated. As a result, the protected criminal 

activities often contribute to organized crime earnings. This is due to the 

protected activities, like drug dealing or prostitution, quickly become rewarding 

assets of income for all involved. Most law enforcement corporations do not 

longer nation statistics of police corruption because of fear of lack of public 

support for the force in preventing crime. However, it is mentioned that police 

corruption is one of the best boundaries to the combating of crime. It is even 

harder to fight prepared crimes since in many cases law enforcement officials 

acquire price to defend the criminals.6 The Kerala Police Reorganization 

Committee has echoed these views vividly thus 

 

TYPOLOGY OF POLICE CORRUPTION 

 

v Kickbacks- It is an illegal price intended as repayment for favorable 

treatment or other mistaken offerings. It may be money, a present, credit score, 

or anything of fee. Paying or receiving kickbacks is a corrupt practice that 

interferes with a Police officer's potential to make impartial decisions. It is often 

called a bribe. Kickbacks are one of the most common kinds of government 

corruption. In a few instances, the kickback takes the shape of a "cut of the 

action," and may be so properly called to be common expertise or even end up 

part of a state's way of life.7 

 

v Opportunistic thefts - This is a form of police corruption wherein 

officials interact in robbery each time they come upon a possibility that 

																																																								
6 https://link.springer.com/article/10.1023%2FA%3A1008777013115 
7 https://www.investopedia.com/terms/k/kickback.asp 
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facilitates the same. This is a major challenge facing the police pressure due to 

the fact that it's far hard to show opportunistic thefts via police officers in courts 

of regulation. An example of an opportunistic robbery can also arise when 

officers get better stolen property or money however deliberately undervalues 

it in an effort to preserve a few for them. Others may additionally arrive at 

coincidence scenes or murder scenes and steal valuables from the injured or 

dead. In sure instances, law enforcement officials’ scouse borrows money or 

valuables from human beings they arrest. Such forms of corruption are difficult 

to prosecute on the grounds that in most instances there are few if any witnesses 

who witness the crime.  

 

v Protection of illegal activities- The safety of unlawful activity is one of 

the finest challenges going through set up regulation enforcement corporations 

across the world. There are many law enforcement officials who are concerned 

in defensive perpetrators of prepared crime and in lots of cases, such officials 

have excessive authority. This makes it hard for junior officers to arrest and 

prosecute such offenders. Organized crimes together with the sale of medicine, 

prostitution, human trafficking and gambling generally thrive because of 

protection from law enforcement officials. Usually, officials are offered coins 

incentives or other benefits that compromise their principles. In but other cases, 

cops are both blackmailed or threatened with damage to their households or 

themselves on the way to assure their safety of unlawful activities. Such kinds 

of police corruption are also hard to show in a courtroom of regulation when 

you consider that organized criminals are normally intelligent and disguise their 

activities very correctly. Police officials who guard them also make prosecuting 

such criminals very hard. 

 

v Sabotaging criminal cases - This is a critical form of police corruption 

that includes immediately sabotaging evidence or courtroom strategies if you 

want to ensure that a particular suspect is determined now not guilty and 

launched. Some officers tamper with evidence accrued or deliberately do now 

not comply with guidelines of collecting evidence to be able to make sure that 

suspects are released on a technicality. Others do no longer attend court sessions 
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when summoned with the intention to make certain that there may be 

inadequate evidence towards a suspect. In severe instances, officials have been 

acknowledged to resource the escape of suspects from custody. All these are 

serious offenses in view that they undermine the justice machine and save you 

responsible humans from being prosecuted for crimes committed.  

 

v Corruption of authority – It is a shape of corruption that involves the 

reception of free food, drinks, and gratitude from humans the police are alleged 

to serve. This form of corruption might also or may not be at the start be meant 

to deprave the police officer. Sometimes the public offers officers free presents 

as a means of appreciation for offerings rendered. However, over time, this 

culture leads to corruption within the police force due to the fact that officials 

feel obliged to serve those who reward them greater efficaciously than those 

who do no longer some corrupt people may additionally use such presents as a 

way of blackmailing officers to perform particular offerings which might not be 

lawful. Many police departments have outlawed the reception of items of any 

form by using law enforcement officials from the people they serve. 

 

v Direct Criminal Activities - There are cases in which regulation 

enforcers consisting of policemen immediately devote crimes which they are 

speculated to prevent. Such cops commit crimes at the same time as disguised 

as civilians and this makes it difficult for different law enforcers to arrest and 

prosecute them. Police officials have state-of-the-art training past that possessed 

by ordinary civilians and they may be probably to leave little proof when 

committing crimes which create a project of prosecuting officials who have 

interaction in crime. Some officers have additionally been known to lend their 

guns or uniforms to criminals who might also commit crimes that masquerading 

as cops. Others collaborate with criminals to commit crimes especially crimes 

regarding the stealing of huge sums of cash such as cash escort offerings. Police 

officials who commit crimes are commonly sacked from the force and 

prosecuted as civilians. However, as was formerly stated, their knowledge of 

coping with weapons and collecting proof makes monitoring and prosecuting 

such officials difficult. 
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Police Corruption – Indian Perspective 

 

It is odd that a fair nation, for example, India doesn't confide in one of the most 

significant organization organs of its chosen government– the police. The 

decision tip top and working class residents consider them to be political 

imitations and censure lawmakers for not letting the police assume their 

legitimate jobs in the public arena. The lower-salary classes, obviously, feel 

threatened by them and in consistent dread of their advantageous power. It 

follows that there is a dismal absence of comprehension about the nature and 

elements of the police in the nation.  

 

The issues of the Indian police which run as profound as the plan, structure, 

culture, and administration stay covered up. The Kerala Police Reorganization 

Committee has reverberated these perspectives strikingly subsequently the job 

of the police as gatekeepers of peace has experienced a significant change after 

the accomplishment of autonomy. The Police Force in the Country was 

composed almost a century prior by a remote Government and during the battle 

for opportunity by the individuals, the police as the coercive arms of the 

Government needed to sub serve the interests of the Government at that point 

in power. They came to be viewed with doubt and hostility by the individuals 

who thought of them as the instrument of animosity utilized by an outsider 

Government"8. 

 

Police work force in India as a rule into two sorts of infringement. The first is 

corruption against people or foundations which for the most part focuses on 

the salary or business of the person in question. Traffic police coerce cash from 

drivers every day. Indeed, even sellers, road merchants, and little league 

businesspeople know about the requests of the nearby police station. They are 

compelled to pay week after week installments (haftas) or endure blackmail 

because of policemen at visit interims just to work their business. Enlistment of 

cases, as well, requires a reward to the police station in control. The second class 

																																																								
8 https://link.springer.com/content/pdf/10.1023/A:1008777013115.pdf-last viewed on 14-4-2020 
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of criminal direct rehearsed by the police is that of physical compulsion against 

suspects of wrongdoing or instigators. This unfortunate behavior is typically 

focused at lower-salary gatherings. These gatherings are normally dependent 

upon the brutal physical treatment and even the guiltless risk having bogus 

bodies of evidence enrolled against them. Every single custodial demise is to a 

great extent those of poor or lower class individuals. 9 

 

“India has the most elevated number of police torment and custodial passing among the world's 

majority rules systems and the most fragile law against torment. The police regularly work in 

an atmosphere of exemption, where torment is viewed as standard police conduct to separate 

admissions from little pickpockets to political suspects".10 

 

Generally, policemen are exceptionally regarded as defenders of harmony and 

guardian of people in general. In a country confronting the profound seeded 

corruption that India is at present encountering, policemen are unwelcome and 

hated citizenry. The Indian open has essentially lost their trust and regard for 

men in IPS uniform. This undermines open enthusiasm for pressing together 

professions in the police business. The loss of rivalry for police positions results 

in under-qualified and as of now degenerate men excitedly looking for illicit 

installments and arrangement with political figures.  

 

The couple of men who do enter the police power with well meaning goals for 

organizing change enter at such a low position and are so encompassed by 

corruption that their endeavors are immediately muffled by the customary 

arrangement of indecency. This prompts an inescapable culture of guiltiness in 

the police framework. Policemen readily neglect the wrongdoings of the 

politically amazing also, anybody ready to pay them the most to exculpate their 

wrongdoings. In some Indian towns bondage is still permitted to exist, despite 

the fact that it is universally illicit, inasmuch as the policemen are being paid a 

																																																								
9https://baylorir.tdl.org/bitstream/handle/2104/9728/Police%20Corruption%20in%20India.pdf?sequence=1&isA
llowed=y last viewed on 13-4-2020 
10 ‘Ravi Nair, the man who heads the South Asia Human Rights Documentation Center said in a press conference’ 
https://www.nytimes.com/1992/10/14/world/india-rights-group-s-cry-police-rape-and-torture.html last viewed on 
13-4-2020 
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liberal remuneration for neglecting the unpaid work and obligation servitude of 

poor people. In India, police have become merchants of power instead of 

community workers 

 

The case of State of UP v Ram Sagar Yadav11 was key to the 113th report of the 

Law Commission of India which talked about the issue of wounds in police 

guardianship. As indicated by the case,  

 

v FACTS - Brij Lal had a few contrasts with his neighbor who, thusly, 

recorded a protest against Brij Lal for steers trespass. The cop concerned 

requested cash from Brij Lal as a byproduct of quieting the issue. After diligent 

requests, Brij Lal offered a whole of Rs. 100 to the constable who was 

unsatisfied with this insignificant whole. Brij Lal grumbled to the 

Superintendent of Police who thus sent the case for request to the Station 

House Officer, Hussaingunj. Chafed at this striking advance taken by Brij Lal, 

the Station House Officer chose to show him a thing or two and sent two 

different constables to carry him to the police headquarters. Brij Lal was brought 

to the police headquarters at 10AM. By early afternoon, he was in a basic 

condition and must be taken in a condition of stun to the Additional District 

Magistrate. He was unable to try and stroll into the courtroom. The Additional 

District Magistrate went out into the verandah and found that Brij Lal had 

nineteen wounds on his body. The ADM had the option to record the withering 

affirmation of Brij Lal in which he charged the Station House Officer and two 

police constables with having caused the wounds by thrashing him while he was 

in police care. Brij Lal died that night.  

 

v OBSERVATION - The Supreme Court stressed the need to receive an 

alternate methodology in an occurrence that includes charges against the police. 

The Supreme Court was restless that the authorities of peace don't utilize their 

situation for mistreating guiltless residents who seek them for insurance. The 

court noticed that cops "limited by the ties of a sort of fellowship" frequently 

																																																								
11 State Of Uttar Pradesh vs Ram Sagar Yadav And Ors on 18 January, 1985- last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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like to stay quiet in these sorts of circumstances and "when they decide to talk, 

they regularly put their own shine upon the realities and frequently distort 

reality".  

 

“Before we close, we might want to put forth for the Government the need to 

revise the law properly so that police officers who perpetrate monstrosities on 

people who are in their care are not permitted to escape by reason of scarcity or 

nonattendance of proof. Cops alone, and none else, can give proof as respects the 

conditions in which an individual in their care comes to get wounds while in 

their care. The people on whom barbarities are executed by the police in the 

sanctum sanctorum of the police headquarters, are left with no proof to 

demonstrate who the wrongdoers are. The law with regards to the weight of 

evidence in such cases might be reconsidered by the governing body so handmaids 

of lawfulness don't utilize their power and open doors for abusing the blameless 

residents who seek them for security. It is amusing that in the moment case, an 

individual who whined against a police officer for pay off was done to death by 

that cop, his two colleagues and his predominant official, the Station House 

Officer" 12 

 

The Parliament set up the National Human Rights Commission to manage such 

maltreatment however police torment proceeds with unabated. As indicated by 

the most recent accessible government information, there were 1307 announced 

passing in police and legal authority in India in 2002. 

 

Latest Examples of police corruption in India (2019) 

 

Ø ASSAM -The carefulness and hostile to debasement part of Assam Police 

had caught a cop in the act while he was taking hush-money of Rs 10,000 from 

an individual. The captured cop was distinguished as Nilotpal Bhuyan, Officer-

in-Charge of Doboka police headquarters in Assam's Hojai locale. As indicated 

by reports, following a grievance held up by an individual named Md. Arif 

																																																								
12 https://indiankanoon.org/doc/596213/ last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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Ahmed Laskar, cautiousness and against debasement group propelled an activity 

and caught the cop in the act while accepting hush money of sum Rs 10,000 

from the individual at Doboka police headquarters on Thursday (November 28) 

around 8 pm. 13 

 

Ø NEW DELHI: A report on supposed debasement put together by an 

Indian Police Service (IPS) official to his managers against five of his partners 

didn't prompt any activity for over two months. Be that as it may, presently it 

will be tested inside 15 days as the Uttar Pradesh police has experienced harsh 

criticism over the embarrassment, which includes scum, claims of posts at a 

bargain and four imprisoned writers. 14 

 

Ø India's Central Bureau of Investigation (CBI) captured its own unique 

chief for purportedly getting fixes in return for mercy for an agent whom he 

tested in a monstrous defilement case including India's biggest meat exporter, 

the Shillong Times provided details regarding Sunday. Exceptional Director 

Rakesh Asthana was kept for criminal trick, debasement and criminal offense. 

The case has been alluded to the Central Vigilance Commission (CVC), which 

explores government debasement15 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION RATE IN INDIA 2019 

 

As per the India Corruption Survey 201916 led by Local Circles as a team with 

Transparency International India, when contrasted with a year ago, the cases of 

police defilement have definitely expanded from 13 percent to 33 percent this 

year. At a similar time, cases of pay off in property enlistment and land issues 

have diminished from 41 percent to 26 percent this year. Delhi admissions are 

																																																								
13 https://www.indiatoday.in/india/story/assam-anti-corruption-police-arrests-officer-for-accepting-bribe-1623935-
2019-11-30- last viewed on 16-4-2020 
14 https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/politics-and-nation/noida-scandal-rocks-up-police-whistleblower-
cop-complains-against-5-corrupt-ips-officers/articleshow/73197760.cms?from=mdr last viewed on 15-4-2020 
15 https://www.occrp.org/en/daily/8782-india-arrests-own-special-director-of-investigation-for-corruption last 
viewed on 15-4-2020 
16 http://transparencyindia.org/wp-content/uploads/2019/11/India-Corruption-Survey-2019.-Press-Release.pdf 
last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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better than the national normal on defilement with 46 percent of the residents 

offering incentives in the last year. In the national overview, 51 percent of 

residents confessed to offering incentives over the most recent a year. The 

overview was likewise led on a state level where more than 8,700 votes were 

gotten from Delhi. Upwards of 46 percent of residents from Delhi who took 

an interest in the overview confessed to offering incentives to complete their 

works, out of which 25 percent gave influences a few times while 21 percent 

offered incentives a few times. Just 19 percent said that they completed their 

work without offering an incentive. 

 

India's positioning in the Corruption Perception Index 2018 discharged by 

Transparency International, had improved 3 spots contrasted with a year ago 

and now remains at 78th situation out of 180 nations. As indicated by the 

counteraction of debasement Act 2018, giving a reward is an offense with as 

long as seven years of detainment or fine or both. In year 2019 overview Delhi, 

Haryana, Gujarat, West Bengal, Kerala, Goa And Odhisha ended up being 

where reside 

 

It revealed low occurrences of debasement, While Rajasthan , Bihar , Uttar 

pardesh , Telangana , Karnataka , Tamilnadu , Jharkhand and Punjab were the 

conditions of where residents detailed higher insentience of defilement. 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION – MEXICO PERSPECTIVE 

 

The World Bank identifies corruption the abuse of public workplace for private 

gain as “the single best obstacle to financial and social improvement,” an 

impediment that “undermines development by means of distorting the rule of 

regulation and weakening the institutional basis on which monetary growth 

relies upon”17 (World Bank, 2003). In consolidating democracies of Latin 

America, fragile political establishments and vulnerable markets provide 

possibilities for a whole lot of illicit practices. A quantity of research have 

																																																								
17 https://lafollette.wisc.edu/images/publications/workshops/2004-MEXICO.pdf last viewed on 15-4-2020 
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proven that, all else equal, excessive degrees of corruption are carefully 

associated with lower funding, boom, and profits; much less government 

spending on education; better infant mortality; and a weak political support 

device Because of corruption, sources that might be used for infrastructure, 

education, and different public prices fundamental to development become in 

private hands alternatively. Public consciousness of corruption and its outcomes 

greatly reduces public self assurance and accept as true with in public 

institutions. In quick, corruption undermines economic improvement and 

thereby undermines democratic consolidation.  

 

Corruption in Mexico City happens on the intersection of the private and non-

private spheres. The public and the police force are each key actors in 

corruption, despite the fact that the police force is meant to be an extension of 

the law and the vehicle thru which the guideline of law is enforced. The 

significance of selling a scrupulous police pressure has brought about a flurry of 

research that addresses public perceptions about corruption in addition to 

analyses of anti corruption efforts in Mexico City.18 

 

Corruption inside the Mexican police can take much bureaucracy. It tiers from 

taking bribes to ignore crimes to lively participation in crook hobby such as 

extortion, drug-trafficking, and assassination. The Mexican police are infamous 

for his or her corruption this is obvious on all ranges of law-enforcement, 

nearby and federal. Many Mexican cops enter law-enforcement no longer due 

to a true hobby in policing however because of ulterior motives. Some be a part 

of to escape crook pasts in different states, others join to earn a few money 

before transferring onto other enterprise ventures, even as others join to boom 

their crook networks, allowing them to increase drug and crime unfold, 

connections, and distribution19. 

 

																																																								
18 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.364.7460&rep=rep1&type=pdf last viewed on 16-4-
2020 
19 https://lafollette.wisc.edu/images/publications/workshops/2004-MEXICO.pdf last viewed on 16-4-2020 
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The stages of corruption in Mexico have placed us in the highlight of 

countrywide and international reflectors. Its effect on variables consisting of 

investment, growth, the combat towards poverty and, chiefly, public safety, has 

inspired numerous debates on the way to efficaciously fight this burden. In this 

context, the National Anticorruption System (SNA) has emerged, which seeks 

to conquer the weaknesses that has been supplied for years by using institutions 

chargeable for stopping, detecting, investigating and punishing this type of act 

(Secretariat of Public Service, Superior Audit of the Federation (ASF),20 Federal 

Court of Administrative Justice and Federal Judicial Council). In addition, the 

SNA proposes the advent of the Specialized Prosecutor and Office to Combat 

Corruption and a Citizen Participation Committee (CPC) as the nodal parent of 

the System. 

 

 The creation of the National Anticorruption System(SNA) has intended different changes 

in anti-corruption coverage, a number of the most crucial are:21 

 

• The Federal Criminal Code – The amendments to the Federal Criminal 

Code set up new corruption offenses and consequences for public 

servants and personal parties. 

 

• The new General Law on Audit and Accountability empowers the ASF 

to conduct real-time audits and oversee federal contributions. With this, 

the ASF could be able to audit the exercise and performance of all of 

the sources that the federation 

 

• Transfers to the states and municipalities, which on common constitute 

86% of what is exercised at the sub national level. 

 

• Previously, officials had been the sole lenders to sanctions for acts of 

corruption, the SNA opens the possibility of punishing also people. 

																																																								
20http://www.oecd.org/governance/ethics/WEB_ASF%20Progress%20report%20ENGLISH.pdf last viewed on 
16-4-2020 
21 http://visionofhumanity.org/corruption/corruption-violence-mexico/ last viewed on 16-4-2020 
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• It establishes the introduction of the National Digital Platform with data 

relevant to the combat towards corruption (patrimonial declarations, 

financial and pursuits of officers and a list of sanctioned public officers). 

 

• A more effective monitoring of the local police is proposed via the 

Specialized Prosecutor’s Office within the Fight against Corruption. 

Collusion of neighborhood police with organized crime agencies is 

currently punishable by using the Federal Criminal Code, so that public 

prosecutors can acquire complaints and look into them. 

 

• It is mandatory to make sure that, within a duration of no a couple of 

year after the e book of the General Law of the SNA, states create their 

neighborhood anti-corruption systems with the minimal requirements 

set up at the federal level. 

 

A central issue of the National Anticorruption System(SNA) is citizen 

participation, which isn't constrained to the formation of the CPC or the 

illustration of civil society in collegiate organs of the SNA as the Coordinating 

Committee. The introduction of the SNA opens a window of possibility in 

order that, through greater social participation, they are able to lessen the levels 

of corruption and impunity which might be skilled inside the united states. On 

the one hand, the SNA affords citizens with equipment, inclusive of grievance 

systems, to make visible the corruption that affects the citizen of their day to 

day.  

 

In the most optimistic situation, if the citizen complaint is translated into 

concrete moves via the government, a virtuous circle can be detonated with the 

intention to no longer handiest reduce the degrees of corruption and impunity, 

but also boom self assurance in establishments. In addition to taking gain of the 

institutional mechanisms or records generated by using the SNA for the not 

unusual citizen to participate in the fight in opposition to corruption, the 

function played by organized civil society is fundamental. For example, 

translating the legal framework of the machine right into a simple language to 
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encourage citizen participation, selling the subculture of legality, or tracking the 

design and implementation of neighborhood anti-corruption systems, are tasks 

that need to be promoted via civil society to make sure more Impact of SNA. 

In latest years, insecurity has generated sizeable human fees and has implied a 

decline inside the best of existence of Mexicans. 

 

 Considering that violence is a multi-causal phenomenon, policies to combat it 

need to cowl exclusive regions, along with corruption in public security and 

justice establishments. In addition, the combat in opposition to corruption must 

not be visible as an distinct undertaking of the authorities, the contribution of 

civil society is essential to breaking the vicious cycle of corruption, violence and 

impunity, and the SNA presents an opportunity for it. 

 

Drug Trafficking in Mexico (main cause of corruption) 

 

Most illicit pills are smuggled from Mexico into the USA thru the more than 

three hundred ports of access, or criminal crossings, which are controlled by 

way of U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP). Traffickers cover or hide 

pills in passenger cars, tractor-trailers, and, to a lesser volume, buses and load 

trains. 

 

A smaller percent is smuggled among ports of access, alongside the 1,900-mile 

southwestern border, an area monitored by means of the Border Patrol. 

Mexican trafficker’s delivery tablets across land trails or through underground 

tunnels that traverse the border. In latest years, cartels have extensively utilized 

drones to move contraband. Once within the United States, traffickers deliver 

drugs to smaller local organizations and road gangs—mainly composed of 

Mexican nationals or U.S. Residents of Mexican descent—who manipulate 

retail-level distribution in towns all through the united states of America. More 

than ninety percent of lethal tablets inside the United States come from 

Mexico22.. 

																																																								
22 http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.364.7460&rep=rep1&type=pdf- 16-4-2020 
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Drug visitors companies in Mexico frequently paintings on the premise of subcontracting transit 

agreements, in which an agency controlling a change path or specific town (plaza) lets in 

different criminal corporations to undergo, furnished they pay a transit price.23 

 

Role of police - The police assumes key job in carrying of drugs  from Mexico 

to U.S.A. where one side police powers secure the nation, some undermined 

officials didn't stop for a second to cause nation to languish over their own 

benefit and premium and shield the medication bootleggers from police 

examination and from lawful activity. Because of contribution of police officials 

in corruption the Mexico is driving with numerous instances of police 

corruption from recent years the matter of pirating starting with one country 

then onto the next.  

 

Whole police powers being gathered together for corruption and arrangement 

with sorted out wrongdoing is the same old thing in Mexico. In August 2018, 

205 police officials were incapacitated and suspended in the region of Tehuacán 

in focal Puebla state, while 113 more were accepted to have fled. The simplicity 

with which corruption spreads inside the police powers and the immense 

exemption for taking an interest official implies that progressive government 

changes have demonstrated no solid outcomes.  

 

A normal of 1,688 corruption cases were enlisted for each 1,000 well-trained 

police officials in Mexico in 2017, as per a review led by the National Institute 

of Statistics and Geography (INEGI). That means 1.6 demonstrations of 

corruption for each police official at the national level. The province of 

Chihuahua revealed that for each 1,000 police officials enrolled in the state, 133 

had been participating criminal exercises. The state's corruption rate is just 

outperformed by Mexico City, with a pace of 179 for each 1,000 police official. 

Mexican police powers are especially defenseless against corruption and 

penetration by tranquilize cartels, because of low pay rates and an absence of 

																																																								
23 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/row/R41576.pdf16-4-2020 
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government support. This makes the pay-offs paid by criminal mafias incredibly 

alluring.24 

 

This became patently clear in this case:- 

 

 Where 43 Ayotzinapa missing students that in October of 2014 were detained by the 

municipal police of the city of Iguala, to be handed into the killers of a drug traffic 

organizations. 

 

 In September 2014, dozens of Mexican cops were accused of kidnapping 43 

college students inside the town of Iguala and handing them over to a local drug 

gang to later be killed under the order of a excessive-stage politician. The case 

is indicative of the excessive-stage of corruption and impunity inside Mexico’s 

regulation enforcement authorities. Independent investigations into the role the 

authorities played in killings had been ongoing as of the time of review.25 

 

Although a new federal police force was created after 2006 and, in precept, all 

police needed to comply with historical past tests and different administrative 

approaches, in truth, kingdom and municipal police forces stay no longer simply 

corrupt however additionally keep on using immoderate pressure and violating 

human rights. 

 

Example of police corruption in Mexico:- 

 

Ø Fentany for the most part in powder structure and meth, which US 

Customs and Border Protection says it seized from a truck crossing into Arizona 

from Mexico and Bundles of fentany generally in powder structure and 

methamphetamine, which U.S. Customs and Border Protection state they seized 

from a truck crossing into Arizona from Mexico, is in plain view during a news 

gathering at the Port of Nogales, Arizona, U.S., January 31, 2019.26 

																																																								
24 https://www.theatlantic.com/photo/2014/10/mexicos-missing-43/100838/-16-4-2020 
25 https://www.ganintegrity.com/portal/country-profiles/mexico/-17-4-2020 
26 https://www.businessinsider.com/coronavirus-trade-restrictions-affect-mexican-criminal-group-finances-2020-
3?IR=T-17-4-2020 
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Ø All cops in the town of Madera, Chihuahua were captured for ensuring 

drug traffickers, fifteen cops from the region of Madera, Chihuahua, in northern 

Mexico, were captured on August 15 during a joint activity by state and 

government organizations, the Chihuahua Attorney General's Office 

announced.27 

 

POLICE CORRUPTION REPORT IN MEXICO 2018  

 

Corruption is a noteworthy hazard for organizations working in Mexico. Pay 

off is across the board in the nation's legal executive and police. Business 

enrollment forms, including getting development allows and licenses, are 

adversely impacted by corruption. Sorted out wrongdoing keeps on being a 

tricky factor for business, forcing huge expenses on organizations. Intrigue 

between the police, judges and criminal gatherings is broad, prompting 

boundless wrongdoing, robbery, exemption and frail law requirement. 

Endowments and accommodation are not illegal by law and might be 

admissible, contingent upon plan. Endeavored pay off, blackmail, maltreatment 

of office, pay off of remote open authorities and help installments are 

condemned under Mexico's Federal Penal Code (Código Penal Federal, in 

Spanish). In any case, Mexico's enemy of corruption laws are rarely 

implemented, and open authorities are once in a while held subject for unlawful 

acts. New enemy of corruption laws were passed in 2017, yet their viability has 

not been demonstrated yet.28 

 

The security apparatus carries a excessive corruption danger for agencies 

running in Mexico. Businesses file very low confidence in the reliability of the 

police offerings and corporations indicate that they face high prices due to crime 

and violence (GCR 2017-2018)29. Nearly 2/3 of Mexicans agree with maximum 

																																																								
27 https://www.insightcrime.org/news/brief/entire-police-forces-continue-arrested-mexico/-17-4-20 
28 https://www.ganintegrity.com/portal/country-profiles/mexico/17-4-20 
29 https://www.weforum.org/reports/the-global-competitiveness-report-2017-2018- 17-4-20 
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or all police officers are corrupt (GCB 2017). The police are especially corrupt 

and regularly operate with impunity in many regions of the country30. 

 Corruption is maximum commonplace on the municipal and nation stages, but 

it's also a trouble at the federal degree (BTI 2018). The police have also 

frequently been worried with drug organizations and accused of different 

regulation violations. Previous tries to enhance the state of affairs, which 

includes the dissolution of the Federal Police and reforms together with the 

centralization of police forces, have not proven effects. Clientelism is big in 

Mexico and local and kingdom governments have used the police to serve their 

clientelistic agendas.31 

 

CONCLUSION  

 

From the analysis of this paper, the observations are that "When the watchman 

of society become double-crosser the emergencies come with no signs". It 

becomes imperative to ensure and debase the corruption in both the nations, 

the police corruption ought to be tended to as significant concern and legitimate 

move has been made against the corrupted officials. Both the nations are 

confronting same issue of corruption in various ways. In India we saw the 

instances of police corruption inside limits like bribe, hafts for each zone. Be 

that as it may, the opposing side of the job of police is increasing engagement 

with instances of drug smuggling and this is an issue featured throughout the 

world. Police corruption typology is same in the both nations where the topic 

of law is continually being referred to.  

 

Drugs smuggling dealing of human and prostitution assumes key role in 

corruption territory as a mode of pay off and different advantages to the officials 

for smooth running of their business. In this way, these zones are reason of 

concern and ought to be mulled over. The legislatures further have made enemy 

of corruption boards of trustees and laws in both the nations and it is essential 

																																																								
30 The Bertelsmann Stiftung’s Transformation Index (BTI) analyzes and evaluates the quality of democracy, a market 
economy and political management in 129 developing and transition countries. It measures successes and setbacks on 
the path toward a democracy based on the rule of law and a socially responsible market economy.17-4-2020. 
31 https://www.bti-project.org/en/reports/country-reports/detail/itc/MEX/-17-4-2020 
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to take a shot at same as we saw some most recent instances of police corruption 

where move has been made against debased officials which shows the laws are 

getting severe for the advancement of society. The author would like to propose 

lessening the corruption rate and awareness of laws and protections as well as 

guidelines. What's more, we need to concentrate on key job roles and the reason 

of corruption ascends by the improved enrollment process as well as legitimate 

examination against the ruined and further there is a necessity to quit paying 

cash for work for early advantage in exploitative way. 
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